
Years 3 and 4 Indoor Sports Hall Athletics 

On the 11th January there was a Sports Hall Athletics competition at Prince William School. We competed 

against other schools: Titchmarsh, Warmington, Polebrook and Glapthorn. I like group competitions 

because I am competitive and I feel happy when Oundle Primary win! 

We had two teams from Oundle Primary School from year 3 and 4. We were mixed up and our team names 

were Red Kites and White Falcons. 

There were lots of different events: long jump, speed bounce, chest throw and shuttle runs. The hardest 

event was speed bounce because it gets you really tired out. You have to keep on jumping and you don’t 

get to pause! My best event was the long jump – this is from a standing start. You have to try and jump 2m. 

I managed 1m 74cm. I felt confident in myself and then proud afterwards. 

It’s really good fun because we really cheer on our team mates and encourage them to do their best. The 

best bit comes at the end – The shuttle runs… 

It feels like the rest of the events built up to a big final. It’s really exciting because you feel like other 

people believe in you. They are cheering you on and shouting your name and it makes you feel amazing 

and that you can go faster and faster. 

Charlie Garrod 

 

Sports Hall Athletics is a great competition. It lets us compete in all areas we have learnt at Sports Hall 

Athletics Club. There are lots of different activities to do in the competition: 

Speed Bounce, Long Jump, chest Pass, Bean Bag Throw and Shuttle Runs. 

All of these different activities need practice to get better at them. You use lots of different body parts 

when you are doing the activities but best of all you have fun! 

We had two teams from Oundle Primary – White Falcons and Red Kites. Because I had been to Sports Hall 

Athletics Club I was confident that I would do my best in each activity. It also meant I could relax and watch 

everyone else and cheer them on! 

My favourite activity was the long jump. The best team activity was the shuttle runs at the end. This was 

because we all tried our hardest and worked together. Our heartbeats went high and we were all out of 

breath at the end so we knew we had all tried our best! 

Ruby Garrod 


